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A BSTRACT
In this position paper, we argue about a concept for collaborative
outdoor reconstruction using SLAM clients and a scalable SfM engine running in the cloud. Based on previous observations and
results, we discuss issues like illumination changes, overall scalability or the dacay of buildings, having a serious impact on the
practical feasibility of such a system. Revisiting ideas and insights
from work on outdoor reconstruction and localization done in the
last couple of years, we outline an idea for collaborative and vivid
reconstruction of the world, potentially through the cameras of millions of mobile devices.
Index Terms: H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
Multimedia Information Systems—Artificial, augmented and virtual realities; I.4.8 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Scene
Analysis—Tracking; J.7 [Computer Applications]: Computers in
Other Systems—Real time
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I NTRODUCTION

Today, we are surrounded by a “swarm” of smart cameras formed
by the incredible number of mobile devices. Considering these
smart cameras to observe the world almost constantly while in use,
we can think about collaborative Simultaneous Localization And
Mapping (SLAM) to capture a representation of the world, going
far beyond what any single mobile device could do by itself. With
tracking and mapping on such a massive scale, applications for
Augmented Reality (AR) and 3D navigation would be raised to a
completely new level of quality in user experience, accuracy and
overall usefulness.
From recent literature in SLAM and Structure from Motion
(SfM), realizing such a vision seems mainly a matter of effort, certainly requiring a horde of developers and substantial funds. The
basic algorithms were proposed over the last couple of years (see
e.g. [1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 14]), and the ever increasing computational power
of the cloud and constantly improving wireless network quality further strengthens the basic feasibility of such a concept. So why is it
still a vision and not a reality?
There is a multitude of hidden issues. One of them is scalability,
another one is the changing appearance and shape of our surrounding, the illumination conditions, the weather and all related issues
arising from these dynamics. Through the rest of this paper, we
are going to describe our visionary concept, based on recent work
on collaborative SfM and SLAM, and insights from the past years
on outdoor reconstruction and localization in AR. Admittedly, we
don’t have a solution to all problems, however, we believe that the
remaining issues might become minor once the major ones are adequately solved.
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In the past we worked on a system which is shortly described in
the following (see Fig. 1 and [5] for more details). It serves as the
starting point for the discussion of our novel concept.
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Figure 1: Client-server system architecture. C1 . . .Cn represent SLAM
clients, submitting information (e.g. keyframes) to the SfM server.
The server creates a client management module for each client,
where a new map is reconstructed and stored in the map pool.
The server continuously updates the client maps and attempts to
merge multiple maps, pushing relevant information (e.g. keyframes
with camera poses) into the client pull queues, from where they can
be pulled by clients to update their own local map.

Given a server running a SfM pipeline and multiple clients running SLAM, the reconstructions created by clients and server (i) use
different feature descriptions, (ii) reside in different coordinate systems, and (iii) are created asynchronously, using per-node strategies
involving global or local optimization. Clients and the server communicate using a protocol focusing on keyframes and camera poses
only. Clients register their ID and provide their internal camera
calibration parameters. The server initializes a per-client message
queue and after initializing its local SLAM map, the client submits
the corresponding stereo keyframe pair to the server, which reconstructs a per-client map independently of the client’s own map.
During operation, the client asynchronously pulls messages from
its queue (e.g. during any idle times while standing still). Upon
certain events, the server puts relevant information into the client’s
queue. For example, if a second client transmits a keyframe that
allows the merging of two clients’ maps, the server offers additional
keyframes and corresponding poses. The client may incorporate
these keyframes into its local map. Additionally, the server may
provide anchor points that allow for synchronizing the reference
coordinate systems between multiple client instances.
Our system enforces eventual consistency between the server
and its clients over time. We synchronize corresponding client and
server maps by applying the anchor point method of Ventura et
al. [14]. For each remote client map, the server determines a set of
well-converged 3D map points that can be used to align the corresponding local client map. These anchor points can be integrated
into the local client maps as fixed points and provide strong constraints in the clients’ bundle adjustment optimization. In particular, a consistent reference coordinate system is established, which is
essential for collaborative AR applications, where multiple clients
render virtual objects in a consistent way.
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PICTURE OF THE WORLD

With such a system, multiple clients can collaboratively map and
track within basically infintely large environments (see Fig. 2).
Throughout the following paragraphs, we discuss several considerations for practical realization, going beyond known concepts in
[10, 11, 16].
The Cloud A scalable SfM setup, as discussed above, can be
implemented in the cloud. From the contributions of individual

to home screen advertising services2 , these images are sent to the
cloud, to at least serve the cloud with actual data to further pursue the creation of a floating 3D picture of the world. Naturally,
both approaches, local SLAM and occasional image transmission,
seamlessly integrate into the same framework.

Figure 2: Conceptual system setup. While the cloud holds multiple
reconstructions of the world for different weather and daytime conditions, clients exchange information based on their position and similar environmental conditions. All reconstructions are globally aligned
to building models from OpenStreetMap. The ’world’ itself is partitioned into multiple, potentially overlapping areas based on visibility
considerations.

clients, reconstructions are generated and initially aligned along the
GPS coordinates provided. While this adds an initial scale estimate
to any of the local reconstructions on the clients, additional environmental information, such as, for example, building models available
from OpenStreetMap or other cadastral maps, are used to align the
reconstructions in an accurate manner [7]. Multiple reconstructions
are kept for different weather and daytime conditions, while clients
can leverage the already available information, encountering similar environmental conditions.
Partitioning the overall model of the world into individual blocks
based on visibility information [2] further supports scalability of the
setup. This concept has proved to be advantagous in MMORPGs
(Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Games) like World of
Warcraft1 . GPS serves as a real-time partition selector. From previous studies on the availablity of data in public spaces [1] certain
areas are covered by a large number of overlapping observations,
for example, in sightseeing places. However, other areas are only
sparsely captured, if at all. Depending on the availability of data,
reconstructions are newly created or updated using change detection algorithms [12, 13], to tackle changes caused by the decay of
buildings or illumination.
The Clients Nowadays mobile devices are equipped with sufficient computational and memory resources to generate SLAM
maps autonomously. Additional information is retrieved on demand
from the cloud to further improve the local 3D model of the environment and to align it globally. Through this local alignment, inconsistencies are detected on the client - or merely indicated - to signalize changes in the environment back to the cloud for it’s further
reduction. Thereby, not only changes to static scenery are detected,
but also enhanced Computer Vision technology is used to detect
moving pedestrians or cars [15], to further improve the reconstruction or create an analog virtual representation of the world’s dynamics in the cloud [9].
Always-on Devices While the concept outlined as such refers
to mobile smartphones mainly, it arguably becomes more plausible considering always-on devices, such as head-worn displays
(HMDs) or data glasses (e.g. Google Glass). People are occasionally using their mobile devices, but not primarily for any application
related to SLAM technology. With the increasing interest in Virtual
Reality (VR), head-worn devices might become mainstream in the
next decade. As a constant stream of image and sensor information
is generated, using SLAM becomes natural.
In the meantime, we envision services to take pictures with the
back camera of mobile devices while making calls. As an analogy

Privacy and Legal Concerns Legal regulations are recently
pushed forward by innovations with overwhelming mass adoption.
Changes in driving regulations triggered by the advent of Google
Glass3 , imply further changes, as we increasingly create data and
observe the world digitally or become digitally observed. We have
to face the fact that we are responsible for our own privacy, i.e. either use such a service or not. We argue that, overall, this remains
a minor issues to be solved once we create a large-scale implementation of the concept.
4 C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
The concept discussed within this paper considers a large number
of algorithms and approaches. We argue that the implementation of
such a system is definitely feasible, once a concrete business case
is developed. To us the advent of such a system remains mainly
a matter of time, as new innovations in usage and convenience of
mobile gadgets revolutionize our daily life in the near future.
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